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1 General  
The ‘Financial information service for municipalities and counties’ project is 
part of the development programme for the compilation of statistics on the fi-
nancial information and data management of municipalities (Municipal Data 
programme) of the Ministry of Finance, which is aimed at developing the pro-
duction and accessibility of the financial information required for decision-
making within the municipality, as well as improving the cooperation between 
public administration operators in terms of functionality and information. At the 
end of the programme, municipalities and the government will be able to uti-
lise the same jointly defined and automatically generated information to depict 
municipal finances in their own decision-making processes concerning munic-
ipalities.  

The responsibility for collecting municipal financial information will be trans-
ferred from Statistics Finland to the State Treasury in 2021. Similarly, the 
State Treasury will be responsible for gathering financial information on coun-
ties. In addition, the tasks related to maintaining registers and reporting finan-
cial information will be performed by the State Treasury. 

The ‘Financial information service for municipalities and counties’ project was 
started in autumn 2016 to carry out these responsibilities. The goal of the pro-
ject is to build the operating models and systems required by the above-men-
tioned tasks to implement the process. The project is a part of implementing 
the measures defined in the Municipal Data programme. 

1.1 The purpose of these instructions 

The purpose of this document is to act as a guide to parties that supply finan-
cial information on municipalities and counties, and test the usage of the fi-
nancial information transfer and approval service processes. 

If you wish to supply material for these tests, you may contact the State 
Treasury at kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi. You may also register with the ap-
proval service in advance, see instructions in section 3.3.1. 

2 General description of the service  

The financial information service for municipalities and counties consists of 
several functions. The following is a detailed account of the individual func-
tions in the order that the supplied information will be flowing through the ser-
vice. 

mailto:kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi
mailto:kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi
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Image 1 Information flow process 

2.1 Financial information transfer service 

The financial information you are sending to the information service is first 
transferred to the financial information transfer service. 

The material should preferably be in XBRL format, but it may also be deliv-
ered in CSV format. Any material in CSV format is run through a CSV con-
verter, which converts the material to XBRL. After this, the CSV material is 
processed in the same way as XBRL material. 

The materials are validated, i.e. inspected that they are in the right form, in 
connection with data transfers. 

2.2 Approval service 

The approval service collects the financial material from the transfer service. 
The results from the validation and the information on the sender have been 
attached to the material. At this stage, the financial information is also in-
spected in terms of content and the results of these observations are attached 
to the material. The material is transferred to the Awaiting approval data stor-
age of the approval service. 

Users appointed by the municipality and the county will receive an e-mail noti-
fication of the material received by the approval service (image below) at this 
stage. Users will also receive e-mail messages when a document awaiting 
approval has been approved. 

 
Image 2 Reception notification of delivered material 

When the user signs in to the approval service, they are able to review the 
financial information of the organisations that their user ID has access to. Pri-
marily, the user must review the accuracy of the material provided, i.e. check 
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that the material transferred to the service corresponds to the data complex 
that was sent. 

In addition, content inspections are performed on the provided material, the 
findings of which are presented to the user in the approval service. The user 
must review these findings and comment on the reasons behind them. 

Once the user has reviewed the inspection findings and found that the mate-
rial is accurate, the data of the reporting complex can be approved for publi-
cation. Any comments related to the inspection findings will also be published 
along with the material, in order for the person utilising the information to bet-
ter understand the content. 

Here, you can browse approved material even after the material has been ap-
proved and published. After approval, the material is transferred to the Ap-
proved tab. 

2.3 Registry service 

The inspected and approved financial data is then transferred into the registry 
service, where it will be stored.  

The registry service will feature an open interface, through which everyone 
has access to the financial information and the related comments. This ena-
bles anyone to search for information for their own purposes and to attach the 
information to their own reporting systems, for example. The data is available 
in several formats, such as json and XBRL. 

2.4 Reporting service 

The use of an open interface may not always be the easiest way to obtain 
published data. That is why financial data is also offered in the form of re-
ports, tables, graphs, etc. through the reporting service. 

The reporting service is implemented as part of the analysis and reporting 
service for public administration (#Tietokiri). The reporting service is not in 
use as of yet, but it will be completed by 2019. 

Further information on #Tietokiri can be found at www.tietokiri.fi 

2.5 The support data service and the interoperability platform 

The support data service is not directly visible to users, but it is necessary in 
terms of the operation of the service. The support data service contains the 
supporting information required by the functions and the maintenance, which 
it primarily retrieves from the interoperability platform, but also from other data 
producers, such as Statistics Finland, the National Institute for Health and 
Welfare (THL) or the Finnish National Board of Education. 

The interoperability platform consists of commonly defined vocabularies, ref-
erence data and data streams, as well as data models required for data man-
agement. The XBRL taxonomy is also produced and retrieved to the support 
data service from the interoperability platform when it is finished. The XBRL 
taxonomy and other reference data produced can be freely retrieved to the 
user’s own system from the software interface. The service is produced by the 
Population Register Centre. 

http://www.tietokiri.fi/
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Further information: https://yhteentoimiva.suomi.fi/en/ 

3 Testing the information service 

The financial information transfer service and the approval service are tested 
during the first phase. 

3.1 What can be tested? 

The tested material may be in the XBRL or CSV format, and it must be based 
on valid intermediate taxonomy. The material may cover the entire reporting 
complex, one section of the complex or a smaller part of a section of the com-
plex (e.g. a section of the profit and loss account). 

The current intermediate version of the taxonomy contains the external profit 
and loss account, financial statement and balance sheet, corresponding con-
solidated reports, as well as the budget and financial plan of the municipality 
or joint municipal authority. Other sections supported by the intermediate ver-
sion include information supplementing the financial reports of municipalities 
or joint municipal authorities, the financial reporting of municipal companies, 
as well as the budget and financial plans of joint municipal authorities and 
their enterprises. Further information on the taxonomy is available here. 

3.1.1 Producing material in CSV format 

The financial information transfer service is able to generate the necessary 
XBRL instance documents from the CSV file. Below is a description of the re-
quirements and structure of the CSV format. 

• The characters for CSV files in UTF-8 

• CR, CRLF or LF are accepted as line feed characters 

• Fields are separated by the semicolon (;) 

• Fields containing special characters (the semicolon (;), line feed characters and the 
quotation mark (")) must be separated by using quotation marks (") 

• No extra characters are allowed around the quotation marks, not even blank charac-
ters, e.g. OK: a;”b”;c  

• Quotation marks inside the field must be doubled, e.g.: "Eero ""Example"" Ee-
rikäinen” 

• In number fields, both the comma and the period may be used as decimal separa-
tors 

• The formats ”D.M.YYYY” or ”YYYYMMDD” or ”YYYY-MM-DD” are acceptable in 
date fields    

• Number fields may not contain thousand separators, with the exception of the blank 
space and the non-breaking space 

• The first line of the file is not read  

• You cannot change the order of the fields. 
 

https://yhteentoimiva.suomi.fi/en/
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Image 3 Example of CSV material 

3.1.2 Producing material in XBRL format 

The XBRL taxonomy is going to be completed in sections and published as 
intermediate versions until the final taxonomy is finished. The material sent 
must be based on the most recent taxonomy. 

The intermediate versions are available for download on the State Treasury 
website at: https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/the-financial-reporting-code-
list/#the-xbrl-taxonomy-of-municipalities  

Standardized business reporting codes and classifications are available at: 
https://koodistot.suomi.fi/registry;registryCode=sbr-fi-code-lists 

Once completed, the final taxonomy will be available at: https://yhteentoim-
iva.suomi.fi/fi/ 

Example material in XBRL format can be downloaded on the State Treasury 
website at: https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/financial-information-ser-
vice-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing   

3.2 Supplying information 

Test material can be sent in several ways.  

3.2.1 Sending material via the website 

Instructions on supplying information: https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/ser-
vice/financial-information-service-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing   

Material uploading page: https://sipaapigw.azure-api.net/usertest/index.html 

https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/the-financial-reporting-code-list/#the-xbrl-taxonomy-of-municipalities
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/the-financial-reporting-code-list/#the-xbrl-taxonomy-of-municipalities
https://yhteentoimiva.suomi.fi/fi/
https://yhteentoimiva.suomi.fi/fi/
https://yhteentoimiva.suomi.fi/fi/
https://yhteentoimiva.suomi.fi/fi/
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/financial-information-service-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/financial-information-service-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/financial-information-service-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/financial-information-service-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/financial-information-service-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/financial-information-service-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/financial-information-service-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/financial-information-service-for-municipalities-and-counties/#testing
https://sipaapigw.azure-api.net/usertest/index.html
https://sipaapigw.azure-api.net/usertest/index.html
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Image 4 Sending material via the website 

The supplier’s e-mail address in entered into the User ID field. This e-mail ad-
dress is used to send a message confirming a successful upload. The pass-
word is not currently (test use) verified, but it must be entered into the field 
nevertheless. This means that you can enter anything in the password field. 

3.2.2 Delivering the test material on an Excel form 

The user manual below contains instructions on how to deliver municipal 
budget and financial data on the Excel form. 

You can download the Excel form user manual here: 

https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/up-
loads/sites/4/2019/02/Lomake_ex-
cel_k%C3%A4ytt%C3%B6ohje_20190402_EN.pdf  

3.2.3 Supplying information via the interface 

Instructions on supplying information: https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-
west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntatalouden-tietopalvelu-
aineiston-vastaanoton-REST-rajapinnan-kuvaus.pdf  

3.2.4 Supplying information via the Suomi.fi interface 

Instructions on supplying information via the Suomi.fi interface: https://vk-
wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/up-
loads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntien-talousaineistojen-lähettäminen-testipalve-
luväylässä.pdf  

Service Description Language -file: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HQJSb7BAXDzbIym6zFLyGrJnLDxM2Pxk/vie
w  

3.3 What happens when the material has been supplied? 

You will receive an e-mail notification of your material being transferred to the 
approval service in the e-mail account specified at the time of registration. 
The e-mail message will contain a link to the sign-in page of the approval ser-
vice. 

https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2019/02/Lomake_excel_k%C3%A4ytt%C3%B6ohje_20190402_EN.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2019/02/Lomake_excel_k%C3%A4ytt%C3%B6ohje_20190402_EN.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2019/02/Lomake_excel_k%C3%A4ytt%C3%B6ohje_20190402_EN.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2019/02/Lomake_excel_k%C3%A4ytt%C3%B6ohje_20190402_EN.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2019/02/Lomake_excel_k%C3%A4ytt%C3%B6ohje_20190402_EN.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2019/02/Lomake_excel_k%C3%A4ytt%C3%B6ohje_20190402_EN.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntatalouden-tietopalvelu-aineiston-vastaanoton-REST-rajapinnan-kuvaus.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntatalouden-tietopalvelu-aineiston-vastaanoton-REST-rajapinnan-kuvaus.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntatalouden-tietopalvelu-aineiston-vastaanoton-REST-rajapinnan-kuvaus.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntien-talousaineistojen-lähettäminen-testipalveluväylässä.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntien-talousaineistojen-lähettäminen-testipalveluväylässä.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntien-talousaineistojen-lähettäminen-testipalveluväylässä.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntien-talousaineistojen-lähettäminen-testipalveluväylässä.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntien-talousaineistojen-lähettäminen-testipalveluväylässä.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntien-talousaineistojen-lähettäminen-testipalveluväylässä.pdf
https://vk-wordpress-bucket-prod.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/uploads/sites/4/2018/11/Kuntien-talousaineistojen-lähettäminen-testipalveluväylässä.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HQJSb7BAXDzbIym6zFLyGrJnLDxM2Pxk/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HQJSb7BAXDzbIym6zFLyGrJnLDxM2Pxk/view
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Image 5 E-mail notification of supplied material 

3.3.1 Creating a user ID for the approval service 

You must create a user ID for the approval service before you can gain ac-
cess to the material you have sent. Please provide your e-mail address and 
the business ID of your municipality or county to: kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi. 
The IT Centre for Science (CSC) will provide you with access rights to the 
service and send you an e-mail confirmation of the data being recorded. 

After this, you may register in the online service by creating a user ID by using 
the e-mail address you provided and setting a password. You can register at 
https://hyvaksyntapalvelu-usertest.azurewebsites.net/Account/Register. 

 
Image 6 Registering the user ID for the approval service 

The e-mail address provided in connection with the registration must be veri-
fied in accordance with the instructions sent by the service. After activating 
the user ID, you can sign in to the approval service at https://hyvaksyn-
tapalvelu-usertest.azurewebsites.net/. 

 
Image 7 Approval service sign-in window 

mailto:kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi
https://hyvaksyntapalvelu-usertest.azurewebsites.net/Account/Register
https://hyvaksyntapalvelu-usertest.azurewebsites.net/
https://hyvaksyntapalvelu-usertest.azurewebsites.net/
https://hyvaksyntapalvelu-usertest.azurewebsites.net/
https://hyvaksyntapalvelu-usertest.azurewebsites.net/
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3.3.2 I have signed in to the approval service. What should I do? 

You can now view the data you have sent. The approval service provides you 
with a view of the financial data of the municipality / joint municipal authority / 
county that the user ID registration entitles you to see. If you are the repre-
sentative of an accounting firm, for example, you may have access rights to 
material provided by several organisations. 

At this point, all the material in the service is test material that is not displayed 
to other organisations or published for public use via the open interface. 

Thus far, the financial information will have undergone validations in the finan-
cial information transfer service to ensure that the material is in the correct 
format. In the first wave of testing, the data is not subjected to any further in-
spections. Financial material sent later will also be subjected to content in-
spections. 

You should now review your material with the help of the various tabs in the 
approval service. The following is an illustrated guide to what you should do 
and which information you will be shown. 

3.3.3 Approval service displays and content 

When you sign in to the approval service, you will arrive on the entrance 
page, which contains general information on the content of the service and 
how to supply information. This page also includes a list of supplied reporting 
complexes that are waiting for inspection on the accuracy of the data con-
tained within and the subsequent approval. You can select the material you 
want to view from the list of material waiting for approval which is located at 
the bottom of the page. 

 
Image 8 Approval service entrance page 
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Next, the material you have selected will open on a report created with Power 
BI, which contains five tabs. You can select the tabs from the bottom of the 
report. The content of the report will be developed based on the feedback re-
ceived from users who have used the test material. 

You can expand the report view by clicking the full screen icon at the bottom. 
You can exit the full screen view by pressing the Esc key on your keyboard. 

• Etusivu (Frontpage) displays the quality of the supplied reporting complex at 
a glance. Based on this view, the user should be able to ensure that the sup-
plied material has been transferred to the service correctly. 

• The Laskelmat tab (Calculations) displays the supplied materials on clear 
reports. 

• The Tarkastushavainnot tab (Inspections) displays the inspection findings 
generated by the content inspection of the material. 

• The Validoinnin tulokset tab (Validation results) displays the technical infor-
mation about validation 

• The Instanssidokumentti tab (Instance document) lists the supplied finan-
cial information in a format in accordance with the taxonomy. 

The frontpage view also displays the key figures of the supplied reporting 
complexes. This is intended to help check that the supplied information has 
been transferred to the approval service correctly, i.e. that it is the same infor-
mation that was supplied. 

This display also shows the number of fields that contain data in the supplied 
material in relation to the number of all possible fields. The purpose or goal is 
not to fill in all the fields, but only such fields in which the municipality/county 
has some content. 

This display will later feature more information on the inspection findings that 
have come up in the course of the content inspection. This feature will be 
added later on. 
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Image 9 Front page view 

The frontpage view also displays the total number of findings generated by 
the calculation formulas. 

 

Kuva 10 The total number of findings generated by the calculation formulas. 

 

You can view financial information as reports presented in graphs on the Las-
kelmat tab. You can select the complex you wish to view by ticking the selec-
tion on the left hand side. 

This view also displays the inspection findings related to the material (imple-
mented later on), which you can read more about by clicking on the row that 
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the inspection finding pertains to. The purpose of this tab is to display finan-
cial information in a familiar format, which makes it easier to locate inspection 
findings in the supplied material. 

 
Image 11 The Laskelmat tab 

The Tarkastukset tab highlight significant changes/anomalies in material 
from various periods of time. The Tarkastukset tab displays, in columns, the 
severity of the finding generated by the calculation formula and whether the 
finding is blocking approval (K  / E)1. 

The tab will not display the entire material that was supplied, but it will only 
display the inspection findings generated by the calculation formulas. You can 
view further details of an individual inspection finding by clicking on the line 
that the finding pertains to. 

 
Image 11 The Tarkastukset tab 

 

Validoinnin tulokset tab 

                                                
1 K=Yes, E=No 
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Kuva 12 Validoinnin tulokset tab 

Data definitions constructed based on the XBRL standard are called taxono-
mies. A report generated based on the taxonomy is called an instance docu-
ment. You can view the XBRL files sent to the information service at the cell 
identity level on the Instanssidokumentit tab.  

 
Image 13 The Instanssidokumentit tab 

3.3.4 Commenting and approving the material 

If the data is incorrect, it must be corrected on the source system and resend 
to the Financial information Service. A finding generated by the calculation 
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formula must be commented upon when the value is correct, but there is still 
a finding. Each remaining finding must be commented on before the material 
can be successfully approved. 
 

 
Kuva 14 Approving the material 

 

3.4 Retrieving data from the REST interface 

Approved information that has been transferred to the register service is avail-
able via the REST interface in JSON and XML formats. 

Searching for indicators via the REST interface is a two-step process. 

1. First you must retrieve all of the material data available in the service. 

2. Then the identifier data (business ID, reporting complex, etc.) for the 
results set can be used to select the correct material. The results set 
will already have a URL address that can be used to retrieve the indi-
cators pertinent to that particular set. 

The retrieval method will naturally depend on the application/browser used to 
retrieve the data. 

3.4.1 REST interface address 

The REST interface is located at: https://kun-
tarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/. 

When you access the address, you will see the view below with instructions 
on how to use the interface. 

https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/
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Image 156 The front page of the REST interface of the registry service 

In production use, the information is available to everyone through the inter-
face. For the time being, access to the user test environment (https://kun-
tarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/) is restricted by a firewall. 
Please report your organisation’s firewall IP address to the State Treasury via 
e-mail to kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi in order to gain access to the test envi-
ronment. 

3.4.2 Material data retrieval and example searches 

You can use the following parameters to search for material data: 

• Version: v1 

• Format: json or xml 

Based on the above parameters, all of the material data found in the service 
can be retrieved in: 

1. JSON format: https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloud-
app.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot  

2. XML format: https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloud-
app.azure.com/rest/v1/xml/aineistot . 

Below you will find an example of the same material data search implemented 
with a few different applications. 

 

Example 1. Searching for data in JSON format using the Firefox browser. 

When you access the above address with the Firefox browser (https://kun-
tarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot), you will 
see a text displayed in the JSON format 

https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/
mailto:kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi
mailto:kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/xml/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/xml/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/xml/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/xml/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot
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Image 17 Searching for data in JSON format using the Firefox browser. 

The JSON format can also be displayed in a more readable manner by using 
add-ons available for the Firefox browser. 

 

Image 18 Displaying the JSON format in a more readable manner. 

 

Example 2. Searching for data in JSON format using the Internet Explorer 
browser. 

Internet Explorer will prompt you to open the material data (aineistot.json) re-
trieved from the address using the workstation or save the material data onto 
the workstation. 

 

Image 19 Searching for data in JSON format using the Internet Explorer browser, down-

load window. 

After the search, the material data can be opened in a workstation application 
(e.g. notepad). 

 

Image 20 Searching for data in JSON format using the Internet Explorer browser. 
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Example 3. Searching for data in JSON format using the SoapUI application. 

You can retrieve material data using the following command: 

GET https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.az-
ure.com/rest/v1/json/aineistot HTTP/1.1 . 

 

Image 21 Searching for data in JSON format using the SoapUI application. 

3.4.3 Interpreting material data 

Material data will contain information on all of the data in the registry service 
and the following information on each material set: 

• Business ID (Y-tunnus) 

• Reporting complex (Raportointikokonaisuus) 

• Reporting period (Raportointikausi) 

• Approval phase (Hyväksyntävaihe) 

• Approval time (Hyväksyntäaika) 

• URL for indicators (URL-osoite tunnuslukuja varten) 
 

 

Image 22 Interpreting material data. 

The example search above shows that the test environment registry service 
contains (13 December 2018) two pre-approved test material sets, one of 
which belongs to the business ID 0145208-4 and the other to the enterprise 
0145208-4_LL01 under the business ID. 
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3.4.4 Searching for indicators belonging to a certain material set 

Searching for material data was illustrated above. The identifier data (busi-
ness ID, reporting complex, etc.) for the results set can be used to select the 
correct material. The results set will already have a URL address that can be 
used to retrieve the indicators pertinent to that particular set. 

The finished indicator search addresses use the same mode of transfer that 
was used to retrieve all of the material. If all of the material was requested in 
the JSON format, the URL addresses in the material listing in question have 
also been parameterised for the JSON-based indicator listings. The URL ad-
dress for retrieving indicators can also be formed automatically. This is the 
procedure if the parameters (such as the language of the verifications) of the 
finished indicator search need to be changed. 

You can use the following parameters to search for material indicators: 

• Version: v1 

• Format: json, xml 

• Approval phase: pre-approval, final. (At the moment, the downloading 
process only supports pre-approved material sets.) 

• Language: fi, en, sv. The language ID is used to select the language 
for the verifications related to indicators. 

• Reporting complex: ktas, kkytt, kkotr, kknr, kyltas, kktr, oytp, kltr, etc. 

• The business ID is the business ID of the municipality: 0145208-4, for 
example. 

• Period: 2016, 2017, etc. 

 

Example 1. Searching for material indicators. 

The above search for material data found two material sets in the registry ser-
vice. The addresses for these material sets for the purposes of indicator 
searches are as follows 

• https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.az-
ure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/ktas/0145208-4/2019 

• https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.az-
ure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/kltr/0145208-4_LL01/2019  

If you access the first address now, you will be presented with the material 
belonging to business ID 0145208-4. 

https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/ktas/0145208-4/2019
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/ktas/0145208-4/2019
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/ktas/0145208-4/2019
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/ktas/0145208-4/2019
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/kltr/0145208-4_LL01/2019
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/kltr/0145208-4_LL01/2019
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/kltr/0145208-4_LL01/2019
https://kuntarestusertest.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com/rest/v1/json/tunnusluvut/esi/fi/kltr/0145208-4_LL01/2019
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Image 23 Searching for material indicators. 

3.4.5 Interpreting indicators belonging to a certain material set 

The following information is available in the indicator search results: 

• Business ID 

• Reporting complex 

• Reporting period 

• Approval phase 

• Approval time 

• Taxonomy 

• Indicator (numerical code in accordance with the taxonomy) 

• Indicator value 

• Verification notification 

• Verification specification 

• Verification severity 

• Verification language 

Below you will find the data of one example observation. 

 

Image 24 Example observation indicators. 

For the time being (30 July 2019), the downloading of financial data only sup-
ports the “pre-approved" approval phase. The interfaces also support other 
approval phases if they are implemented in the downloading process. 

 

4 Stakeholders, dependencies and other systems/issues related to the service 

Service target groups include parties supplying and utilising financial infor-
mation. The service is being developed in cooperation with a large network of 
stakeholders. 
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4.1 Information suppliers 

Municipalities, joint municipal authorities, unincorporated municipal enter-
prises and other balance sheet units may supply financial information. In addi-
tion, information is supplied by parties providing services for the parties men-
tioned above, such as accounting firms and IT suppliers. 

4.2 Information end users  

The financial information can be utilised via the registry service and the re-
porting service maintained by the State Treasury. The identified information 
end users are listed below. 

• Ministry of Finance 

• Statistics Finland 

• Municipalities and counties 

• The Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities 

• The Finnish National Board of Education 

• The National Institute for Health and Welfare 

• Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment 

• Ministry of Education and Culture 

• State Treasury 

4.3 Systems and other services related to the service 

• Municipal financial information systems 

• Information systems of the authorities maintaining the support infor-
mation 

• National interoperability tools 

• Data further processing services 

• The Suomi.fi National Data Exchange Layer 
 
In addition, the service utilises code sets that are maintained in the service 
managed by the Population Register Centre (yhteentoimiva.suomi.fi). 

4.4 Public administration recommendations (JHS recommendations) 

In the future, public administration recommendations are used to control the 
external financial reporting of municipalities. The validity of these recommen-
dations, updated annually, is currently being examined. It is very likely that 
municipalities, joint municipal authorities and counties will be required to em-
ploy JHS recommendations based on a decree. The key JHS recommenda-
tions concerning finances and financial reporting are: 

• account catalogue (”tililuettelomalli”, the account catalogue model) 

• XBRL taxonomy 

• budget and financial plan 

• financial information reports 

• cost accounting 

• service classifications 
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4.5 XBRL 

XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language) is an XML-based markup 
language for the presentation of financial information, e.g., financial state-
ments in an electronic, structured format. XBRL enables the automated for-
mation, processing and further processing of documents containing financial 
information. 

The parties producing, transmitting and analysing data can benefit from docu-
ments in XBRL format as the availability and quality of data is improved. The 
goal is to reduce errors in the interpretation and recording of data and to 
make information available more quickly through the reduction of manual la-
bour.  

The financial information supplied to the financial information service for mu-
nicipalities should primarily be supplied to the Financial information transfer 
service in XBRL format. The taxonomy is going to be completed in sections, 
and the financial information supplied must always comply with the most re-
cent taxonomy. You can see further information and download a partial publi-
cation of the XBRL taxonomy here.  

  

https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/the-financial-reporting-code-list/#the-xbrl-taxonomy-of-municipalities
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/the-financial-reporting-code-list/#the-xbrl-taxonomy-of-municipalities
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/the-financial-reporting-code-list/#the-xbrl-taxonomy-of-municipalities
https://www.valtiokonttori.fi/en/service/the-financial-reporting-code-list/#the-xbrl-taxonomy-of-municipalities
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4.6 Glossary 

TERM DEFINITION 

Support data The definition of a collection of support records pertaining to a certain theme in table format 

Support record A data set containing one or more columns corresponding to the definition of support data 

Reporter A municipality, a joint municipal authority or a balance sheet unit with the obligation to report 

Supplier The supplier is the party sending the information 

Approver The approver is the party that has approved the information in the approval service 

Taxonomy Name of the taxonomy 

Taxonomy identifier Identifier assigned to a taxonomy 

Reporting complex Part of a taxonomy 

Section Part of a reporting complex 

Organisation type Type of the reporter’s organisation 

Field identifier Identifier assigned to a field 

Field Name of field 

Account identifier Account identifier in operational economy reporting 

Account Account name in operational economy reporting 

Service classification iden-
tifier Service classification identifier in operational economy reporting 

Service classification Name of service classification in operational economy reporting 

Service group Umbrella concept for service classifications 

XBRL eXtended Business Reporting Language 

XBRL taxonomy Data content and format agreed in accordance with XBRL 

XBRL entry point Part of the XBRL taxonomy 

Instance document An XBRL file sent to the information service 

 

5  Contact information 

Feedback and questions: kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi 

Further information: anne.melanen@valtiokonttori.fi 
  jarmo.nieminen@csc.fi 

  

mailto:kuntadata@valtiokonttori.fi
mailto:anne.melanen@valtiokonttori.fi
mailto:jarmo.nieminen@csc.fi
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